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Overview

Classroom assessment practices are an integral part of teaching and learning. Without sound assessment practices, we may not know if students are progressing as planned. Further, we may not be able to effectively plan for students’ future learning opportunities. The Classroom Assessment Standards contains a set of standards and related guidelines accepted by professional organizations as indicative of consistent and accurate classroom assessment practices.\(^1\) The standards and related guidelines identify the issues to consider when exercising the professional judgment required for fair and equitable classroom formative, benchmark, and summative assessments for all students. The results from classroom assessments that adhere to these standards and guidelines can then be used with confidence by teachers, students, and, where appropriate, parents/guardians, to better foster student learning.

What is Assessment

Assessment is broadly defined in the Classroom Assessment Standards as the process of collecting and interpreting information that can be used to inform teachers, students, and, when applicable, parents/guardians or other users of assessment information, about students’ progress in attaining the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors to be learned or acquired in school.

(Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 2003)

Prior to undertaking any form of assessment, it is essential that we develop a clear understanding of the following: (a) purpose of the assessment, including users, intent, and decisions to be influenced by the results; (b) what is to be assessed, in terms of learning targets or expectations; (c) the best method for conducting the assessment we have selected or developed, given the purpose and learning targets; (d) how to best communicate the assessment results and to whom; and (e) how to involve students in the assessment process.

These five basic considerations must guide us from the very start of planning the assessment and the instruction occurring alongside or leading up to it. The consideration of assessment purpose, learning expectations, assessment method, communication, and student involvement can positively benefit students' continuous learning.

**Purposes and Nature of Classroom Assessment**

Classroom assessments cover a range of purposes. The assessment of student learning might be used formatively to inform small adjustments or enhancements to on-going instruction or summatively to help determine end-of-year grades. The size and scope of the classroom assessment itself can vary, as can the degree of formality of the assessment. Three examples of classroom assessment practices that differ in their formality and consequences are:

1. Formative assessment to inform teachers and students about progress on learning intentions and to inform and direct subsequent learning and teaching.

2. Larger projects, such as an essay, a performance assessment, or a research project, that may end up with a summative grade but that have significant formative components to support student learning along the way, such as regular self-assessment of progress, feedback from peers or teachers, and drafts before a final version or product is submitted.

3. Assessments given to contribute to a grade for a unit or a course. While summative in nature, the information may be considered in future planning. Summative by nature implies that the learning opportunity for that aspect of the content has ended, and the student is being held accountable for demonstrating acquired knowledge or skills.

When conducting an assessment, consideration should be given to the consequences of the decisions to be made. The outcomes of some assessments may be more critical than others. For example, misinterpretation of the level of performance on an end-of-unit test may result in incorrectly holding a student from proceeding to the next instructional unit in a continuous progress situation. In such "high-stakes" situations, every effort should be made to ensure that the assessment method will yield consistent and accurate results. Low-stakes assessments such as question/answer during class or homework designed to determine current understanding of an ongoing unit of study may be less stringent. Low-stakes assessments are often repeated
during the course of a reporting period using a variety of methods and should not be counted toward a grade for a reporting period. In contrast, high-stakes assessments are typically administered at selected times during the reporting period to determine the level at which students have achieved the learning expectations for a teaching unit or a series of teaching units. The results of classroom summative assessments should be aggregated to form a summary comment or grade for the reporting period.

Regardless of the purpose of the classroom assessment, adherence to the standards and guidelines presented in the *Classroom Assessment Standards* will help ensure that the information obtained from the classroom assessment and the interpretation of the information are accurate, allowing for follow-up activities designed to support continuous evidence-based learning.

This current revision of the standards is the product of a comprehensive effort to reach consensus on what constitutes sound principles that guide the fair assessment of students and foster learning in PK–12 classrooms – in the classroom, laboratory, gymnasium, or field trip. The standards should be considered neither exhaustive nor mandatory. However, educational organizations, institutions, and individual professionals who support them and/or endorse their use are committing themselves to fair and equitable classroom assessment for all students.

**Organization of the Classroom Assessment Standards**

The *Classroom Assessment Standards* statements are organized into three broad domains:

- Foundations
- Use
- Quality

The standards begin with the Foundations domain. The six Foundation standards encompass the basis for developing and implementing sound and fair classroom assessment practices that are focused on the students to be assessed. Within any particular classroom assessment context, the teacher needs to begin the assessment process with a clear understanding of the purpose and objectives to be targeted. Based on this, the teacher selects the appropriate types and methods of classroom assessment to meet that purpose. In addition, the teacher should determine who will use the assessment results and how they will use them.
The five USe standards align with the assessment process and follow a logical progression from the selection and development of classroom assessments to the communication of the assessment results. It is important to understand what learning targets will be assessed and how achievement will be assessed given the purpose of the assessment; how the students’ responses will be analyzed; and how the results will be communicated and used. Additionally, it is important to have student involvement through all phases since students are also important decision makers in the classroom.

Teachers can use classroom assessment results with increased confidence when their classroom assessment practices meet the five Quality standards. Quality assessments yield results that are accurate and reliable, are free of bias, and include all students. Additionally, it is important that teachers review their assessment practices and revise them so that they reflect current and best assessment practice.

**Scope of the Classroom Assessment Standards**

For the purposes of the Classroom Assessment Standards, the term “assessment” is used to encompass all of the strategies and techniques that a classroom teacher might use to collect information from students about their progress toward attaining the knowledge, skills, or behaviors to be learned or what students know and can do (see definition of assessment on page 1).

The Classroom Assessment Standards do not address the types of assessments that are given for accountability measures at the state or district level as these do not fall under the control of the classroom teacher. Standards for the developers and users of large-scale educational assessments are provided in the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education, in review).

**Uses of the Classroom Assessment Standards**

The focus of the standards at the classroom level stems from the belief that strong and continuous learning requires consistent daily attention to gather, analyze, and effectively use accurate assessment information to guide instruction leading to student learning. The primary
intended users are the PK-12 classroom teachers. Other users of these standards may include building-level and district-level administrators; staff developers; faculty in colleges of education and other pre-service programs for teachers; researchers in the field of assessment; and program evaluators. Parents and guardians, while users of assessment information, likely will not use the standards themselves. Likewise, students may benefit from being involved in a peer or self assessment in their classroom, but they are unlikely to become independent users of the standards.

The standard statements alone are helpful but not sufficient. Regardless of the purpose or intent of the user, the supporting explanations and guidelines offer clarity and definition to the standard statements. Reliance on individual interpretation of standard statements without the support of the research-based explanations and guidelines may result in well intended but misguided applications of the standards. The explanations and guidelines are specific to each standard statement and provide the opportunity for educators to engage in rich discussions within the context of their school setting.

Examples of ways in which the standard statements supported by their guidelines can be used include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Individual teachers may use the *Classroom Assessment Standards* to develop, create, select, administer, and score classroom assessments that will yield more accurate interpretations of their students’ performances. This, in turn, can be used to foster their students’ further learning and, where needed, make adjustment to instruction.

- Teacher groups, such as professional learning communities or learning teams, may use the *Classroom Assessment Standards* to evaluate their practices, shape plans for improvement, and share ideas for classroom assessment. The standards can provide a background for developing a common understanding among teachers as to appropriate strategies, uses, and interpretations of classroom assessments.

- Teachers, curriculum facilitators, and administrators may use the standards to develop, strengthen, and reflect on teacher levels of expertise and performance in conducting classroom assessments. This may inform continued professional development efforts.
• Building- and district-level administrators may work with teacher leaders to use the standards to develop written classroom assessment policies and guidelines for assessing students in their schools.
• Colleges of education may use the standards to inform the development of courses for pre-service educators in the area of assessment.
• Instructors of in-service programs may use the standards to identify and teach the important aspects of effective classroom assessment practices.
• Staff developers and consultants may use the standards to align their professional training programs with sound methods of classroom assessment.
• Educational researchers and program evaluators may find the standards helpful in developing assessments to be used within their work.

How and by whom the Classroom Assessment Standards are used should be determined within the specific educational context by the professionals involved. Educational settings vary widely across student populations, states, and regions. Professional judgment should be used to identify which standards are most appropriate for each classroom assessment situation. The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation (JCSEE) cautions that the individual standards are not equally applicable in all classroom assessment situations. Professional judgment should be used to identify which standards are most appropriate for each classroom assessment situation.

As stated earlier, these standards are intended to inform assessment practice at the classroom or building level, not the state or federal level. Standards for item and test developers of large-scale educational assessments are provided in the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education, in review).

Lastly, and in contrast to The Student Evaluation Standards (JCSEE, 2003), the Classroom Assessment Standards contains only standards, explanations, and guidelines. To create a more teacher-friendly and accessible document, the common errors and illustrative examples in The Student Evaluation Standards are not included in this version.
FOUNDATIONS

Classroom assessment practices must be aligned with learning targets grounded in curriculum and expectations for individual student growth to provide accurate information about students’ strengths and areas of need, while also fostering continued learning. Since the support of student learning is a key purpose of classroom assessment, it is necessary to use assessment results to inform instruction. The more students, teachers, and, when appropriate, parents/guardians and others with a legitimate need to know, fully understand the intent of classroom assessment, the more likely they will be to support the assessment process and use the results.

F 1 Assessment Purpose: Classroom assessment practices should have a clear purpose that supports teaching and learning.

F 2 Learning Expectations: Classroom assessment practices should align with the appropriate learning expectations and instruction intended for each student.

F 3 Assessment Design: The types and methods of classroom assessment used should clearly allow students to demonstrate their learning.

F 4 Student Engagement in Assessment: Students should be meaningfully engaged in the assessment process and use of the assessment evidence to enhance their learning.

F 5 Assessment Preparation: Adequate teacher and student preparation in terms of resources, time and learning opportunities should be part of classroom assessment practices.

F 6 Informed Students and Parents/Guardians: The purposes and uses of classroom assessment should be communicated to students and, when appropriate, parents/guardians.
Assessment Purpose

Classroom assessment practices should have a clear purpose that supports teaching and learning.

Explanation

The focus of classroom assessment practices whether summative or formative in nature is to support student learning. As a result, a clear purpose related to student learning enhances the effectiveness of an assessment process. Purposes for classroom assessment practices may range from obtaining diagnostic information at the start of instruction to determining grades to be reported at the end of a year. For example, purposes may include the following:

- Providing evidence of learning to inform instructional decisions and practice.
- Providing immediate feedback on current learning targets to students.
- Engaging students in self-assessment to develop an understanding of their own learning.
- Engaging students in peer-assessment to support peers’ learning and to deepen the learning of the students actively engaged in the peer-assessment process.
- Informing students and parents/guardians about the level of achievement of the learning expectations for a defined period.
- Making diagnostic and assignment decisions to place students into appropriate instructional groups or to receive individualized instruction.

Guidelines

Consider the following questions to help identify the purpose(s) of a specific classroom assessment practice:

- Why is the assessment to be conducted? For example, how will the assessment results be used to further students’ learning and inform teaching?
- Who will be assessed? For example, is the classroom assessment intended for all students in the classroom or for subgroups of students (e.g., students with special assessment needs or those with limited English language proficiency skills)?
- What will be assessed, including learning expectations and state content curriculum expectations and benchmarks, process skills [e.g., thinking skills, problem-solving skills], and performance skills?
F 2 Learning Expectations

Classroom assessment practices should align with the appropriate learning expectations and instruction intended for each student.

Explanation

Learning expectations provide the critical foundation for teaching and learning. Clear statements of what students are to learn, lesson-by-lesson, or for overall units, provide direction for both instruction and assessment. Students’ learning expectations may be derived from curriculum materials and/or national, state, or local content curriculum standards. Classroom assessment practices aligned with students’ learning expectations, coupled with the right instructional approaches, will provide accurate information about students’ strengths and areas of need to foster continuous learning.

Guidelines

- Align learning expectations with the full range of knowledge, skills, and abilities individual students are expected to demonstrate.
- Provide clear learning expectations in language students can understand.
- Provide a method to share the clear learning expectations with students for each lesson.
- Recognize that all learning expectations are not equally important and do not require similar assessments.
- Connect the scoring criteria to learning expectations in a way that is easily understood by students.
- Share exemplars with students to illustrate what achievement of the learning expectations looks like.
- Use informal checks of students’ progress toward the learning expectations at the end of a lesson or classroom assessment.
- Use classroom assessment practices that provide information of sufficient depth and breadth about what individual students have learned, with an emphasis on key expectations.
- Use classroom assessment practices that include questions, whenever possible and appropriate, that anticipate common misconceptions or misunderstandings students may have in relation to the learning expectations.
- Obtain additional assessment information when students’ progress toward the learning expectations is unclear.
- Collaborate with peers to review learning expectations and their alignment with assessment practices.
F 3 Assessment Design

The types and methods of classroom assessment used should clearly allow students to demonstrate their learning.

Explanation

Classroom assessment practices are more effective when careful attention is given to the structure and format of the assessment. For example, the instructions provided should maximize student performance. Sufficient time, space to enter answers, and, when needed, technology, materials and supplies should also be available to allow students to complete the classroom assessment tasks. Failure to attend to issues such as these will lead to incorrect interpretations of students’ performance on the classroom assessment. It is of vital importance to select the right approach on the classroom assessment design as well as to know that all assessment designs (e.g., selected-response, constructed-response, performance assessment tasks, portfolio assessments, affective assessment) have strengths and limitations. A variety of classroom assessment designs will provide a much better picture of students’ learning.

Guidelines

- When selecting or developing classroom assessments delivered in a paper/pencil or computer-based format, consider:
  - Age-appropriateness of the classroom assessment
  - Text difficulty
  - Amount of space for answers
  - Formatting of the questions or activities
  - Clarity of diagrams and illustrations
  - Method of delivery (e.g., paper/pencil, computer administered)
  - Clarity of the verbal or written instructions

- When presenting classroom assessments in an oral form (e.g., class questioning), consider:
  - Complexity of word choice
  - Volume level of voice
  - Complexity of questions and directions (e.g., multi-step tasks)

- Provide opportunities for students to practice with new assessment formats and new assessment item types.

- Recognize that different classroom assessment may more effectively serve the intended purpose and that the effectiveness may vary across individual students or groups of students.

- Develop or select classroom assessments that are as engaging as possible to students, thus motivating students to show their best learning.
F 4 Student Engagement in Assessment

Students should be meaningfully engaged in the assessment process and use of the assessment evidence to enhance their learning.

Explanation

Students benefit from opportunities to be involved in their assessments. For example, being able to assess their own learning is an important skill for students as they develop into life-long continuous learners. Several ways in which students can become engaged in the classroom assessment process include student involvement in setting assessment purposes, developing scoring guides, student-led conferences (in which students lead their parents/guardians through work samples or portfolios), self-assessment, and peer-assessment. Self-and peer-assessments, in particular, provide students with opportunities for heightened levels of student engagement. For example, appropriate peer-assessment is valuable to both students receiving the feedback, as well as those students providing feedback. Additionally, students providing feedback may benefit since it enables them to deepen their own understanding of the success criteria and what they have done. When students gain experience in self- and peer-assessment, they will be better able to use their classroom assessment results to foster their own continued learning.

Guidelines

- Establish success criteria with students where appropriate by guiding students through a process to consider what a quality product of learning would look like.
- Engage students in the development of scoring scales and rubrics when appropriate.
- Provide students with age-appropriate, scaffolded learning experiences to help them develop self-assessment and self-regulation skills.
- Model for students how to give appropriate peer feedback while monitoring and supporting students as they give feedback to peers.
- Provide students with opportunities to evaluate their learning progress and check on the accuracy of their own self-evaluation.
- Provide students with opportunities to react to and use data/observations from either self- or peer-assessment so that learning continues beyond the assessment with an appropriate use of the information generated.
- Use student-led conferences as a way to engage students in self-reflection about their work and progress over a period of time by providing them with an audience (usually parents/guardians and teacher) to talk with about their learning.
- Allow self- and peer-assessments to guide instructional decisions when appropriate.
F 5 Assessment Preparation

Adequate teacher and student preparation in terms of resources, time and learning opportunities should be part of classroom assessment practices.

Explanation

Classroom assessment practices require adequate preparation to obtain accurate information about student learning. This preparation includes sufficient time and opportunities for students to learn and prepare for classroom assessment, and sufficient time and resources for teachers to develop/select and administer assessments. Consideration should also be given to the time and resources teachers need in order to complete such activities as scoring student responses, recording results, developing feedback comments, computing grades, preparing reports, reviewing student work collaboratively with colleagues, and using the results to inform instruction. Regardless of the activity, the preparation required should reflect the complexity, type, or method of the classroom assessment. For example, the preparation required for the evaluation of a portfolio assessment or a collection of student work may be extensive, while the preparation for a start-of-lesson or oral discussion to determine base-line knowledge of a class before starting a new topic may require less-extensive preparation. In summary, the resources necessary for effective classroom assessments include, but are not limited to, the following: time, assessment materials, software, computer access, administration instructions, and scoring materials (e.g., rubrics, guides, keys).

Guidelines

- Consider the complexity of the learning the students will be required to demonstrate and the time and resources required for the learning to occur.
- Provide sufficient notice to students of upcoming classroom assessments.
- Prepare students for upcoming assessments, especially if these assessments are to be used for summative purposes.
- Obtain sufficient materials and resources (e.g., print and computer resources, lab equipment and materials, art supplies) to complete assessment activities.
- Allow adequate time to develop or adapt assessments, prepare scoring guides (keys, rubrics), complete scoring, provide timely feedback to students, record results and/or prepare report cards in electronic or hard-copy format.
- Schedule time in the school for collaboration with colleagues on assessment practices (e.g., common planning time, learning communities).
F 6 Informed Students and Parents/Guardians

The purposes and uses of classroom assessment should be communicated to students and, when appropriate, parents/guardians.

**Explanation**

Clear communication of the purposes and uses of classroom assessments helps clarify the rationale for the ways in which these assessments can support teaching and learning. The more students and, when appropriate, parents/guardians and others with a legitimate need to know fully understand the purpose(s) and process(es) of classroom assessment, the more likely they will be to support the assessment process and understand and use the results. The level of information provided to students may need to be of greater detail and immediacy to actively engage them in the assessment process; whereas, parents/guardians and others may need broader information to understand and support the classroom assessment processes and results.

**Guidelines**

- Provide students, their parents/guardians and others who need to know with information about the reporting policies and practices that will be used during the year (e.g., newsletters, websites, student/parent/teacher meetings, announcements).
- Describe the purpose of each classroom assessment to students, parents/guardians, and others with a need to know and provide opportunities for them to ask questions and to clarify their understanding of the purpose(s) and how the evidence will be used.
- Inform students about the classroom assessment practices to be used to support their learning and the expectations for them to engage in and use the evidence from these classroom assessments.
- Inform students about any classroom assessment that will be used for grading or preparing a summary comment. Provide them with information about how:
  - They are to answer assessment questions and/or their involvement in a given assessment activity;
  - Their performance will be scored or judged, along with the evaluation criteria used; and
  - The results will contribute to the determination of grades or summary comments.
- Provide an appeal process to the students and their parents/guardians at the beginning the school year or course that they may use to review and appeal a summative assessment result, grade, summary comment, or report.
Classroom assessment practices meet the standards of use when teachers can be confident the assessment results have supported students' learning and achievement. Careful analysis of student performance yields meaningful information and scores and provides feedback and direction that influences subsequent teaching and learning. Further, the results of classroom assessments should be used to summarize students' learning and communicate this information to students, their parents/guardians and subsequent teachers.

**U 1 Analysis of Student Performance:** *The methods for analyzing evidence of student learning should be appropriate for the assessment purpose and practice.*

**U 2 Effective Feedback:** Classroom assessment practices should provide timely and useful feedback to improve student learning.

**U 3 Instructional Follow-up:** Analysis of student performance should inform instructional planning and next steps to support ongoing student learning.

**U 4 Grades and Summative Comments:** Summative classroom assessment grades and comments should reflect student achievement of the learning expectations.

**U 5 Reporting:** Student assessment reports should be based on a sufficient body of evidence and provide a summary of student learning in a clear, timely, accurate, and useful manner.
U 1 Analysis of Student Performance

The methods for analyzing evidence of student learning should be appropriate for the assessment purpose and practice.

Explanation

During the process of assessment, there is a need to evaluate (judge or score) the quality of students’ responses. When consistent, fair, and accurate judgments of students’ performances are aligned with the purposes of the assessment and the intended learning expectations, these judgments provide a sound indication of what students have learned and can do. Such judgments will support subsequent teaching and learning. The nature of the methods used to analyze student responses will vary depending on the nature of the assessment items and tasks. Some assessment practices only require a verbal or written descriptive comment to support student learning (e.g., in-class questions, peer-, and self-assessment). Other assessments benefit from more formal methods of judging or scoring. For open ended, constructed-response formats, a judgment is required to determine the quality of students’ response. These judgments benefit from clearly developed scoring guides or rubrics. For forced-choice, selected-response formats, a definitive set of correct answers (answer key) is used to judge students’ responses.

The scope of analysis for formative assessments will likely be more narrowly focused and less formal. The teacher may not formally score these responses, but still needs to have a clear idea of what a high quality response would be in order to determine what students did and did not understand in order to decide on next steps. As the stakes or consequences of an assessment increase, greater care and attention needs to be given to the analysis of student responses.

Guidelines

- Align the methods of analysis of student performance with the purposes of assessment (e.g., quickly checking for understanding during instruction; carefully scoring students’ essays where scores contribute to final grades.)
- Determine the most effective and efficient methods to express students’ responses given the purpose of the assessment. This may include written comments, ratings, categorizations, letters, or numbers, alone or in combination.
- Inform students about the criteria to be used to judge and score their responses prior to the learning activity.
- Involve students, where appropriate, in establishing criteria to be used to score students’ responses.
- Collaborate with colleagues to develop and apply procedures for judging and scoring student responses to constructed-response items, projects, and products.
- Develop clear scoring guides to provide consistent and accurate scoring of constructed-response items:
  - Focus on key aspects of learning.
  - Provide clear descriptions that serve to clarify and differentiate the points for an analytical scale and performance levels for a scoring rubric.
  - Weight, if needed, different components of performance according to importance as set out in the learning expectations for the assessment.
- Modify scoring methods and criteria in response to demonstrated problems with initial scoring procedures (e.g., an unanticipated appropriate response; student lack of understanding of the instruction or writing prompt).
- Provide an appeal process to the students at the beginning of the school year or course that they may use to appeal the results of summative assessments.
U 2 Effective Feedback

Classroom assessment practices should provide timely and useful feedback to improve student learning.

**Explanation**

Students benefit from assessment feedback that describes features of their performance in relation to the specific learning expectations being measured. The feedback might be from ongoing formative or intermittent summative assessments. To be most effective, feedback should be timely to allow students and, where appropriate, parents/guardians to see what students know and can do currently, where they should be, and how they can improve their learning. When constructive feedback is effectively provided, students are more likely to use the information to build upon their strengths and address their areas of need. The student may obtain this feedback from personal self-assessment, other students during a peer-assessment, or the teacher during and after instruction.

**Guidelines**

- Provide descriptive feedback that is specific and directly related to student performance on the assessment task or learning activity.
- Provide verbal or written descriptive comments rather than simple praise or punishment to clarify, support, and direct students’ learning.
- Provide feedback that identifies a student’s strengths, misconceptions and areas of need, and directs learning by providing strategies to address misconceptions and the areas of need while building on strengths.
- Separate descriptive feedback from grading in order to encourage students to focus on the feedback to better support their learning (e.g., give feedback either without or prior to grades/scores).
- Help students develop both self- and peer-assessment skills to provide feedback to support their learning through the use of modeling, scaffolding, appropriate structures, and monitoring.
- Provide students with opportunities for self-reflection, and help them use feedback to support and guide their own future learning.
- Provide students with opportunities, whenever possible, to use the feedback to revise their work accordingly, and base any grade/score at least to some extent on the revised work.
- Share, when needed, specific feedback provided to a student during instruction with the student’s parents/guardians in a timely manner so that they can also support their child’s ongoing learning.
- Include regularly discussions and conferences with students and, where appropriate, their parents/guardians so that the feedback is clearly understood and next steps are identified.
U 3 Instructional Follow-Up

Analysis of student performance should inform instructional planning and next steps to support ongoing student learning.

Explanation

One of the important benefits of assessment is a teacher’s use of assessment results to help review and revise her/his instructional practices. Efforts to monitor students’ developing knowledge and skills before, during, and after instruction should be used to inform ongoing instruction and revise future instructional plans. The revisions should be directed toward supporting students’ efforts to build upon their strengths and address their areas of need. At the same time, students need to develop the skills to monitor their own learning and to set learning goals. Both types of follow-up activities can help to close the gap between what the students are expected to learn and what they have learned.

Guidelines

- Use assessment information to guide instruction and provide follow-up support for all students:
  - For some students the evidence might suggest that they should be supported to move more quickly through material or to deepen their understanding beyond what is generally expected.
  - For other students the evidence might suggest that they have not yet mastered the concept and may need support in the form of re-teaching or presenting a previous concept in a new way, the provision of an instructional activity to further support understanding, or engagement with peers to help develop understanding.
- Create future lessons based on assessment results to provide effective learning opportunities for current and future students (e.g., curriculum and instructional improvement).
- Involve students in planning follow-up activities and begin by clearly identifying the purpose and then setting out a plan of action to support further learning.
- Establish a plan to monitor the results of follow-up activities – check for possible negative impacts (e.g., a student concentrates on one activity to the detriment of other ongoing learning) and that students are working to build and improve upon their performance.
- Include regularly scheduled conferences with students and their parents/guardians so that follow-up activities are clearly understood and completed.
- Develop a formal support and/or intervention strategy for students who are promoted to the next grade but have not yet achieved the learning expectations in one or more areas by the end of the school year. Where possible, the support and intervention plan should involve the current teacher and the teacher for next year.
U 4 Grades and Summary Comments

Summative classroom assessment grades and comments should reflect student achievement of the learning expectations.

Explanation

Grades and summative comments should accurately capture a student’s mastery of specific curricular learning expectations and targets. Grades and summary comments serve a variety of functions as they help: (a) inform students of their progress; (b) guide teachers in preparing subsequent instruction; (c) guide parents, teachers, counselors, and administrators in determining promotion and identifying students for special attention (e.g., honors, remediation); and (d) assist students in developing future plans for continued learning. Given their importance, grades should be carefully computed and summary comments should be carefully formulated. Grades are most effective when they reflect only achievement. When grades include other aspects of student performance such as effort, amount (as opposed to quality) of work completed, neatness, class participation, personal conduct, or tardiness, they have less meaning as a summary of achievement.

Grades alone cannot adequately summarize all aspects of learning. To more adequately and fairly summarize the different aspects of student performance, letter grades for achievement should be complemented with alternate summary forms (e.g., checklists, written comments) suitable for summarizing results related to other aspects of learning.

Guidelines

- Follow school or district written policy to summarize, interpret or release assessment grades or comments.
- Explain to students and their parents/guardians the way grades are determined and comments are formulated.
- Provide students with information about the consequences of not completing work or failing to hand work in on time.
- Base grades and summary comments on more than one assessment to help ensure adequate coverage of the learning expectations for the reporting period.
- Determine grades in a way that ensures the intended emphasis or weight of the assessments are reflected in the grade.
- Avoid including results based on group work, unless the intended learning expectation is related to group work (e.g., teamwork, communication, cooperation).
- Develop methods to distinctly grade students’ achievement and comment on (or separately quantify) effort, class participation, and personal conduct.
- Formulate comments in relation to the learned expectations and describe what the student knows and is able to do, areas of learning that require further attention, and the
ways the teacher is supporting the student’s learning needs and, where appropriate, ways the students and the parents/guardian might support the student’s learning.

- Do not publicly display students’ work with visible grades or comments.
## U 5 Reporting

**Student assessment reports should be based on a sufficient body of evidence and provide a summary of student learning in a clear, timely, accurate, and useful manner.**

### Explanation

Students, their parents/guardians, and others with legitimate permission should be provided with assessment reports that accurately summarize what the students have learned in the classroom. Further, these reports should be communicated in a timely manner such that they can be used to support students’ learning or inform important learning decisions. For example, students should be provided assessment information about how they are doing as they learn. These reports are often oral. More formal written reports or report cards should communicate clearly the level of student performance in relation to the attainment of the learning expectations for a reporting period. These reports have several important educational purposes, including the identification of student strengths and areas of need and informing decisions concerning future class placement, retention/promotion, and admission. Report cards also provide a basis for reporting student achievement to other schools and post-secondary institutions a student may subsequently attend, or to prospective employers a student hopes to work for.

### Guidelines

- Follow the formal student reporting plan for the school.
- Recognize the need for different types of informal or formal reporting depending on the intent of the report.
- Report in a timely manner (quickly in case of formative assessments, at regular intervals for more formal reports such as report cards).
- Report both strengths and weaknesses of students so that strengths can be built upon and problem areas addressed.
- Report separately achievement, effort, attitude, and other behaviors.
- Use direct, easy-to-understand, jargon-free language.
- Take into account the needs of the different audiences that are to receive formal reports (e.g., students, parents, and, as appropriate, others such as school psychologists, post-secondary institutions, or employers).
- Modify reporting procedures for students with special needs based on their individual education plans and for students whose language of instruction is not English. Work with school or district administrators to address the needs of parents/guardians who may have limited-English language proficiency skills and/or literacy skills in order to facilitate these parents’ understanding of their child’s progress.
- Follow school or district policy to transfer assessment information and reports from the current school to the school the student will subsequently attend.
QUALITY

Classroom assessment practices meet the standards of quality when teachers can be confident that their assessment practices provide accurate and dependable information about students’ learning. These practices are free of bias, and are inclusive in nature. Reflection on and revision of assessment practices can support the ongoing improvement of these practices.

Q 1 Cultural and Linguistic Diversity: Classroom assessment practices should be responsive to and respectful of the cultural and linguistic diversity of students and their communities.

Q 2 Exceptionality and Special Education: Classroom assessment practices should be appropriately differentiated to meet the specific educational needs of all students.

Q 3 Freedom from Bias: Classroom assessment practices and subsequent decisions should not be influenced by factors unrelated to the intended purposes of the assessment.

Q 4 Validity: Classroom assessment practices should provide adequate and appropriate information that supports sound decisions about each student’s knowledge and skills.

Q 5 Reliability: Classroom assessment practices should provide consistent, dependable information that supports sound decisions about each student’s knowledge and skills.

Q 6 Reflection: Classroom assessment practices should be monitored and revised to improve their overall quality.
Q 1 Cultural and Linguistic Diversity of Students

Classroom assessment practices should be responsive to and respectful of the cultural and linguistic diversity of students and their communities.

Explanation

Assessment practices should be appropriate for students who represent the diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds present in schools. For example, a student's success in responding to a teacher's oral question, or answering questions on a test should not be unfairly hampered by her/his lack of cultural background, knowledge, or tradition. If cultural and linguistic backgrounds are ignored, students may become alienated or disengaged from learning and the assessment process. Teachers need to be aware of how such backgrounds may impact students' learning and performance. Teachers should be ready to adjust their assessment practices where needed to ensure students have adequate opportunities to demonstrate what they know and can do (e.g., extra time; dictionaries).

Guidelines

- Be sensitive to those aspects of an assessment practice that may hamper students with different cultures or whose language is not sufficient to respond to demonstrate their knowledge and what they can do.
- Acknowledge students' cultural backgrounds and differing linguistic abilities and develop procedures to prevent these backgrounds and abilities from unduly impacting their demonstration of learning.
- Adjust or scaffold assessment practices if necessary (e.g., read a text-heavy math prompt to a student).
- Avoid content and language that would generally be viewed as culturally sensitive or offensive.
- Use assessment practices that allow students to accurately demonstrate their understanding by responding in ways that accommodate their linguistic abilities. For assessments not intended to measure linguistic abilities, consider:
  - Simplified instructions
  - Provision of extra time
  - Oral rather than written responses
  - Use of an appropriate performance assessment
Q 2 Exceptionality and Special Education

Classroom assessment practices should be appropriately differentiated to meet the specific educational needs of all students.

Explanation

Students with exceptionalities receive special educational services to meet their learning needs. These students include those who have an Individualized Education Program and/or have a short- or long-term disability (e.g., injury, illness, or medical condition). Assessment practices may need to be adjusted or differentiated to allow these students to best demonstrate their learning.

Options include accommodations, modifications, and alternate assessments. Accommodations do not alter the content of the assessment, only the assessment process (e.g., provision of extra time, Braille, use of colored paper). Test modifications involve changes to items within the test, but the construct being assessed stays the same (e.g., additional scaffolding, simplification of language). An alternate assessment is used when students cannot participate in the regular assessment process. These alternate assessments may be based on different achievement expectations or define proficiency differently.

Exceptional education also includes those students who are gifted and talented. These students may require assessments that are intended to measure learning outcomes that are different from their grade-level peers in order to sufficiently challenge them and meet their learning needs.

Guidelines

- Use assessment accommodations, modifications, or alternate assessments that comply with local, state, and federal policies.
- Provide accommodations, modifications, or alternate assessments that are most appropriate for the student with special needs on a regular basis for all types of classroom assessments.
- Use formative and summative assessment practices that target the appropriate learning expectations for students with special needs. These practices may require extensions above or below the grade-level expectations.
- Work with learning/teaching support staff to provide appropriate assessments for students who have a need for these assessments.
- Modify grading procedures as needed for students with special needs so that they accurately reflect these students' individual education plans.
- Involve students and parents/guardians, whenever possible, in decisions about what accommodations/modifications work best for the students.
Q 3 Freedom from Bias

Classroom assessment practices and subsequent decisions should not be influenced by factors unrelated to the intended purposes of the assessment.

Explanation

Bias has a negative impact on classroom assessment because it results in the unfair treatment of individual or groups of students. Bias can result from systematic preconceptions, conscious or unconscious, that are unrelated to the purposes and uses of the assessment. For example, sometimes grades may be inflated or lowered due to a preconception regarding what a student can or cannot do rather than on the available assessment evidence. Preconceptions may stem from cultural and language differences, physical, mental, and developmental disabilities, previous experiences with other siblings or family members, gender, race, or socioeconomic status.

Bias can also occur due to a lack of alignment among the assessment, the instruction and the learning expectations or to the presence of irrelevant factors in the assessment process (e.g., reading difficulty where reading is not the focus of the assessment). Recognize that differences in assessment may reflect real variations in student performance; however, these differences still need to be examined for the potential presence of bias. While it may not be possible to totally eliminate all forms of bias from classroom assessment, teachers should work to minimize these biases when assessing students.

Guidelines

- Revise or remove assessments or assessment items and tasks that promote stereotypes.
- Revise or remove assessments that may unfairly impact the performance of individuals or groups of students.
- Avoid language that is overly confusing or complex thus assessing unintended skills.
- Avoid assessment topics that may disturb or be too sensitive for students unless there is a prescribed requirement to assess these topics.
- Minimize all irrelevant factors that may affect the judging and scoring of student performance:
  - Stylistic factors such as handwriting, vocabulary or sentence structure when the intent of a written assessment is to assess content and thinking alone;
  - Teacher bias that may result in a general tendency to be too generous or too severe; and
  - The halo effect, where a general impression or previous rating influences the present rating.
- Avoid tendencies to be overly severe or generous due to personal values or opinions regarding individual or subgroups of students when evaluating student work, determining grades, or formulating summary comments.
Q 4 Validity

Classroom assessment practices should provide adequate and appropriate information that supports sound decisions about each student's knowledge and skills.

**Explanation**

Whether formative or summative, classroom assessment practices need to be accurate and fair. These practices should lead to decisions that reflect students’ knowledge and skills in relation to the intended learning expectations and instruction. Assessment practices should yield evidence so that students’ strengths can be built upon and areas of need addressed. The evidence should be at the appropriate level of detail so that it can be used to further student learning and to inform day-to-day or long-term instruction.

One way to think of validity is through the interplay among the following ideas:

- learning expectations, curriculum, and instruction / assessment design / analysis of responses / decisions.

When the connections between these ideas are weakened, the overall accuracy of the assessment results is lessened. Other issues that affect validity are described throughout the Foundation, Use and Quality Standards.

**Guidelines**

- Choose assessment practices (types and methods) that are aligned with learning expectations, curriculum, and instruction.
- Take into account the impact of unexpected events (e.g., fire alarm, tornado drills, student illness, unexpected personal event) that may have influenced student performance.
- Use multiple sources of evidence, as needed, to obtain a more complete picture about each student’s strengths and areas of need so that strengths can be built upon and areas of need addressed. Avoid over interpreting results from a single assessment.
- Do not include results from an assessment if the students’ responses suggest flaws in the assessment itself that might jeopardize a fair and accurate judgment. The assessment should be revised before it is used again.
- Choose methods of analysis (analytic or holistic scoring, qualitative review) that are appropriate for the purpose of the assessment and the assessment design.
- Assessment instruments translated into a second language, transferred from another context or location, or administered in a different mode (e.g., paper-based versus computer-based) should include evidence these modified instruments work as intended.
- Account for the backgrounds and learning experiences of each student, and note any problems that may arise when collecting and scoring the student’s responses, interpreting
assessment results, or determining grades.

- Address the Foundation, Use and Quality Standards during each phase of assessment.
Q 5 Reliability

Classroom assessment practices should provide consistent, dependable information that supports sound decisions about each student's knowledge and skills.

Explanation

Reliability refers to the consistency of assessment evidence. Although a technical, complex term it is important to note though that reliability is not perfect because of factors such as the time at which an assessment is completed, the time allotted to complete an assessment, or the scoring of an assessment. Consider two summative tests intended to measure the same concepts. If these assessments have high reliability, the students should receive similar, albeit not identical, scores regardless of version. In contrast, if these assessments have low reliability, student scores on each version will likely differ more. Tests with low reliability result in very different interpretations of students’ knowledge depending on which test is actually used.

However, one does not have to calculate reliability to understand its implications. For example, during a classroom discussion, asking one student a question and generalizing from a correct or incorrect answer to the entire class would likely not be very reliable since the teacher does not have sufficient evidence for the entire class’ understanding. Similarly, asking only three questions on a test that covers content for a full semester is not likely to produce reliable results. As the consequences of assessments increase, the need for high reliability increases. Greater reliability is required for information sources such as final examination scores that contribute heavily to final course grades. While it is unlikely that teachers will determine reliability for their every-day assessments there are two important principles of reliability that should be considered: the consistency and sufficiency of evidence.

Guidelines

- Use formative assessment practices (e.g., individual whiteboards, electronic clickers, entrance/exit slips, hand signals) to gather sufficient information from all students for an immediate sense of class knowledge and understanding.
- Provide clear instructions and, when necessary, provide practice, sample questions, activities, or tasks to support students’ understanding of what will be required during the assessment
- Follow the guidelines for sound analysis of student responses (Standard U 1), such as the following:
  - Well described scoring guides (analytic scales, scoring rubrics)
  - Exemplar papers (sample student work representing different performance levels)
  - Teacher moderation (collaborative scoring of student work in order to increase consistency across teacher judgments)
- Recognize that the conditions in which classroom assessments are administered and scored may influence consistency of the results (e.g., time of day, unexpected events, heating/cooling of classroom, noise, scorer fatigue).
- Consider the error bands when interpreting score reports from benchmark, interim or diagnostic assessments to determine whether significant changes in achievement have occurred over time.
- Take into account the body of evidence available about students when making instructional or other decisions: the higher the stakes the more evidence required.
Q 6 Reflection

Classroom assessment practices should be monitored and revised to improve their overall quality.

**Explanation**

The effectiveness of formative and summative classroom assessment practices requires ongoing monitoring and review. Changes in student learning expectations and curriculum and changes in the nature of the student population over time may lead to the need for changes in classroom assessment practices. Further, given the evolving nature of assessment, new developments in classroom assessment practices such as computer based assessments should be reviewed and used if found to be appropriate for the context in which the new assessment will be used.

Consequently, sound classroom assessment practices include opportunities for reflection and changes to the assessment practices, both short-term and long-term. Flawed classroom assessment practices can lead to incorrect decisions and actions that impede the progress of students. The overarching question to be addressed is: “Are the decisions made from the information and data collected reasonable and accurate, and not open to misinterpretation”?

**Guidelines**

- Examine current classroom assessment practices to be sure they yield valid, reliable and useful information to enhance students’ learning and improve instruction. Types of questions to ask include:
  - What worked in the assessment and why?
  - Is the assessment practice clearly related to the learning expectations in proportion to their importance and compatible with instruction?
  - What evidence do I have that the students learned what was taught in the lesson or in today’s classroom?
  - What are the instructional implications for the short or long term?
  - Do any students need additional support before moving on to the next lesson?
  - Does the assessment evidence reflect what students know and can do as opposed to reflecting problems in the assessment practice?
  - Do students’ responses indicate that they misunderstood what was being asked on the assessment, suggesting that the wording of the instructions and/or items and tasks needs revision?
  - Is the assessment practice appropriate for all students?
  - Are the feedback students receive and follow-up actions timely and helpful?
  - Are student reports understandable and useful?
Is there a more effective way to assess students’ knowledge and skills with respect to a specific learning expectation?

- Become knowledgeable and proficient in current classroom assessment practices (e.g., formative assessment, computer-based assessment).
- Revise current classroom assessment practices as needed to meet the assessments’ intended uses.
- Monitor the success of follow-up activities suggested for a student.
- Engage colleagues in professional learning communities to help explore ways to improve assessments and students’ responses to assessments.
- Attend professional seminars and workshops on new developments in assessment practice.